Travelers Don’t Have to Leave “Home”
When Vacationing in Kissimmee
KISSIMMEE, Fla. – Travelers are increasingly discovering a different way to stay and play in the
Kissimmee, Florida’s Gateway to Fun. They’re opening doors to vacation rental homes and vacation
villas, which provide a strong, home-away-from-home feeling that is at the same time priceless and a
great value.
With thousands of vacation home units in Kissimmee – including single-family homes, condominiums,
townhouses and villas – the destination has one of the most diverse and abundant inventories of these
kinds of accommodations in Central Florida. In fact, Kissimmee regularly ranks at the top of vacation
home rental destinations favored by travelers from around the country.
These homes range from 2-bedroom condos that sleep a large family comfortably, on up to 8-bedroom
homes that easily bring together extended family under one roof – while giving them the needed
privacy with separate master bedrooms and kids’ rooms.
Travelers have found a key amenity to these homes is the availability of a pool, whether it’s a private
pool just outside the house or a secure community pool in a condo complex. The homes also have fully
equipped kitchens allowing for great family meals or quick breakfasts, saving a family time and money
by not going out every night for dinner. Large groups also enjoy a break from making reservations and
coordinating a meal out that suits everyone’s tastes.
To be sure, vacation homes are ideal for travelers looking for convenience, comfort and affordability.
They also can be the picture of luxury when they feature well-appointed decorating themes throughout,
game rooms that include pool tables, ping pong tables and more, or even a movie theater complete with
stadium seating, plush armchairs and DVDs.
Guests also may leave the cooking to someone else by having meals prepared by professional chefs,
who may prepare and serve the meal in the home while the family relaxes by the pool, or bring the
food in so it’s waiting after a long day at the theme parks or shopping. Some management companies
also offer arrangements for pre-arrival grocery deliveries, so basic necessities are waiting for guests
when they open the door.
Whether the stay is a week, two weeks or even longer, a family reunion or a group of friends,
travelers who choose a vacation rental have the best of both worlds: an adventurous vacation in a
popular destination with all the comforts of home.
Of course, like all of Kissimmee’s hotels and resorts, these vacation home units are right in the middle
of the action. Many are just minutes away from the gates of Walt Disney World and are easily
accessible to Legoland Florida, Universal Orlando, SeaWorld Orlando, Florida’s beaches and other
thrills and sights of a Central Florida vacation.
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2-2-2-2 Kissimmee Vacation Homes
When guests consider what kind of room to get on their next trip to the Orlando area, they should
consider choosing a dream vacation home in Kissimmee. Go to ExperienceKissimmee.com to see a
list of vacation home properties as well as other lodging options throughout the destination.
Kissimmee is the gateway to fun, with access to world-famous theme parks, a diverse slate of outdoor
adventures ranging from slow and easy to roller-coaster thrilling. The destination is complemented by
luxurious spas, championship golf courses, and more. All the experiences are enhanced by more than
50,000 accommodations that suit every traveler’s needs to include familiar hotels, luxury resorts,
campgrounds and the largest collection of vacation rental homes in Central Florida. To start planning
your next vacation, family reunion or friends’ getaway, please visit www.ExperienceKissimmee.com.
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